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+ [2053, 2142]. 1/N [2689]. 3
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measures [1221, 507, 1511, 1613, 247, 882, 457, 1436, 1060, 361, 790, 109].

Measuring [1011, 2107, 2157, 336, 454, 2386, 1297, 447, 171, 19, 125, 1952, 1713, 1578, 322, 960, 638, 1446, 1882, 509].

Mechanism [2421, 2412, 2630, 1040, 1083, 1299, 2138, 1350, 1999, 943, 744, 2401].

Mechanisms [2691, 2410, 2548, 2693, 2580, 2612, 2305, 991, 1001, 954, 1311].

Media [1156, 1522, 1146, 990, 797, 1580, 1049, 2323, 999, 1670, 1502, 971].

medium [2115, 1645, 1875].

Meeting [2176, 69, 1911].

Meets [2473, 1369, 2115].

Membership [2572].

memories [2357, 1825, 634, 2072].

Memory [511, 1900, 794, 2692, 2496, 464, 2559, 2453, 1065, 2593, 2456, 2730, 945, 973, 685, 528, 44, 1664, 992, 38, 54, 28, 146, 94, 1773].

Micro [852, 2128, 216, 458, 447, 94, 1773].

Micro-architecture [852, 1773].

microprocessor [94].

micro-processors [447].

Microarchitectural [2393].

Microcode [510].

Microgrids [2726, 2201, 2327].

Microprocessor [1504, 1936].

microprocessors [1002, 1062].

microscopic [1212].

microsensors [1135].

Middleware [1030].

might [2087].

migrating [495].

migration [2164, 1883, 1690, 626, 1459].

migration-based [1690].

MIL [127].

MIL-S-52779 [127].

MIMD [632, 344].

MIN [639].

MIN-based [639].

Mini [222, 122].

mini-computer [122].

minicomputer [79, 166].

minicomputer-based [166].

minimization [1351].

minimize [1949].

Minimizing [862, 2076, 1077, 2431, 2441, 2200].

minimum [679].

mining [2316].

minutes [1430].

mirrored [631].

MIS [172].

misconceptions [747].

Misra [588].

Miss [2606, 2518, 602, 1022, 1725, 715, 620].

missing [7].

mission [576, 763].

mitigate
Mitigation [2712, 2478, 2359, 2741].

mixed-exponential [2026].

mobile-application [2372].

model-based [1004, 1117, 777].

model-driven [1929, 1834].

Model-based [1004, 1117, 771].

Model-driven [1929, 1834].

Model-driven [1929, 1834].
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Monte [1522].

Moore [2406].

Moore [2406].
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movement [881].

Movers [2351].
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